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Well done!

TOK Exhibition
The Theory of Knowledge Exhibition that
occurred on Tuesday, November 16th was a
great success!  

Our IB Seniors presented their TOK projects
and explored the nature of knowledge through
the lenses of the disciplines that are of interest
to them. 

Monserrat gave us an overview of the course
followed by Cassie who explored the
knowledge question of 'How do I know that my
childhood has made me the person I am
today?' through the lenses of the Arts.

Our IB Seniors after their TOK presentation.

Cassie's artwork.



From our PatriotFrom our Patriot
family to yours,family to yours,

Happy Thanksgiving!Happy Thanksgiving!
Matthew investigated whether there was a
universal way to communicate through the
medium that is music. He brought different
musical perspectives from the Western world,
but also from Eastern music theories and
from Africa. 

Mimi examined the theme is 'Knowledge is
power' through Human Sciences. Her
knowledge question was 'Is the quest for
knowledge the quest for power?' She
observed the growth of her 19 month-old
niece and established that each time the child
acquired more knowledge, she, in turn,
acquired more freedom, which was a great
source of power for her. 

Kamari explored the nature of technology as
a tool and discussed how the same tool, the
Internet, can be beneficial and harmful. Her
question was 'How do I know that too much
screen time is bad?'

Monserrat was back with a short journey
through the past. Her knowledge question
was 'How do we know that the justice system
is fair and delivers justice?' To answer her
question, she investigated four court cases:
Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), Brown v. Board of
Education (1955), Gideon v. Wainwright
(1963), and Miranda v. Arizona (1966)

Kamari's
artwork.

Monserrat during her presentation.

Jaiden during her
presentation.

Mimi during her
presentation.

Jaiden closed the evening's presentation with
an investigation of knowledge and the Arts. Her
question was 'What role does doing something
your love every day play in your mental
wellbeing?' She discussed the artist Raya
Bodnarchuk in the creation of this question
and a fascinating visit at the Katzen Arts Center
this summer. 



IB Music & IB Art
All of our IB Music and Art students
displayed and presented their work in the
school's lobby before the TOK Exhibition.

Here are some highlights of their work! 

Q&A Time

Our Seniors took questions from the
audience after the Exhibition and let
their light shine through with their
authenticity, simplicity, and
transparency. 

They did our school very proud! 

IB Junior Emma with her
dad.

All hands on deck!

IB Juniors Alexis, Nathan
and Analisa.

IB Junior Abigail

IB Senior Kamari with Dr.
Turner.

IB Senior Jaiden with a
mobile she created from

25 days of painting,
inspired by Raya

Bodnarchuk.

HAVE AHAVE AHAVE A
GREATGREATGREAT
BREAK!BREAK!BREAK!


